Context: this presentation will be given at DNP next Thursday, in Session RD:
Instrumentation for Electron Scattering Experiments
Scheduled for 12 minutes total (I’m assuming 9+3, 10+2 best case scenario)
Still require a bit of work, but I think the main stuff is here

Oct. 17, 2019
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Overview of SBS project
Super BigBite spectrometer:
one of the major new projects for Hall A @ 12 GeV (with Moller and SoLID):

Medium solid angle spectrometer with a modular detector package behind a dipole magnet.
=> Many new subsystems with large nb of channels / events sizes (wrt Hall A standards)
Earliest run start: 2021, ~190 (+27 cond.) running days approved;
=> major occupation for Hall A collaboration for many years.

Physics programs:

SBS in GEp(5) configuration in g4sbs

- Form factors at high Q2:
* GMn (LD2), GEn (pol. 3He), GEn -RP(LD2);
* GEp (LH2, recoil pol);
- Semi-Inclusive DIS (3He);
- Tagged DIS (cond. approved);
=> Major physics impact;
(Good opportunity for grad students,
young postdocs to join)
=> challenging measurements: high
luminosities, high detectors and DAQ
rates;
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Other new SBS subsystems:
* GEM trackers (SIDIS);
* Ring Imaging Cherenkov (SIDIS);
* radial TPC (TDIS);
* Large Angle Calorimeter (TDIS);
+ new detector package for BigBite:
* GEM trackers;
* New hodoscope;
* Gas Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector.

NB : there are other BigBite presentations,
so I might be able to skip it
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SBS Software project overview
G4SBS

libsbsdig

Strong requirement:
Online and offline analysis both need to be ready and tested,
and pseudo-data sets have to be analyzed before data taking
(most likely winter 2021).
=> critical given high luminosities / high detectors and DAQ rates.
Project management:
* Well defined responsibilities and milestones
Redmine as management tool.
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Analysis

SBS-offline

* Main goals:
- ''End-to-end'' simulation:
production of pseudodata + simulation of data sizes;
- Analysis of pseudodata to test analysis chain
* Requirements:
→ modular (ease configuration changes);
→ accessible (ease handling for new people);
→ flexible (ease inclusion of new configurations);
* Also need:
- Well defined IO formats and standards
- Flexible database to accomodate both MC and data (SQL ?);
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Simulation:
G4SBS status
* Geant4-based package (doc at https://hallaweb.jlab.org/wiki/index.php/Documentation_of_g4sbs)
* Source code is maintained in a github repository controlled by Jefferson Lab:
https://github.com/JeffersonLab/g4sbs
=> Master branch is most stable/full-featured (active development on uconn_dev branch)
* Contains most of the detector geometries for the ‘‘core’’ SBS experiments: GMn, GEn, GEp, SIDIS;
Active development for GEn-RP, TDIS;
* Fully configurable with macro scripts for any SBS experiment/kinematic.
* wide array of generators: (quasi)-elastic, inelastic, DIS, SIDIS, beam, cosmics,…
+ possibility to feed externally generated Pythia files
* Optional functionality to track particle history;
* benchmarked against GEM data
* most significant geometry lack: collimators for the Helium3 target.
G4SBS is up and running, and has already produced useful and compelling results
(e.g. GMn ERR).
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Simulation digitization:
libsbsdig status
* C++/root/analyzer based library which uses files produced by G4SBS to produce a realistic
detector response. Produces a separate file that can be fed to analysis software.
Repository: https://github.com/JeffersonLab/libsbsdig
* Consolidates all subsystems into a few ‘‘types’’ of detectors (GEMs, calorimeters, hodoscopes,
Cherenkov), all of which are implemented
=> include a new detector implies writing a new database (relatively easy);
=> all detectors used in GMn/GEn have been introduced in the framework.
* handles superimposition of any background on top of signal.
* Includes a encoder which produces ADCs/TDCs words as the electronics would
* Current digitization speed on the order of 0.1 Hz (for GEp @ full background)
=> possibility to speed it up.
* Few other subsystems to be introduced: GEp Ecal, (DB) SIDIS RICH, (DB) TDIS LAC, mTPC.
Libsbsdig close to production ready (needs a few tweaks/polishing)
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SBS Software:
SBS-offline analysis
C++/root/analyzer based analysis library: https://github.com/JeffersonLab/SBS-Offline
* Decoding, basic analysis of CODA data in Hall A analyzer
* Decoders available for all subsystems (including MPD, FADC)
* Output and low-level analysis of channel-level data completed
* Clustering, tracking (more in following), inter-detector association underway
* Optics models, spin transport, etc to be finalized.
Online and Event Displays:
* being agregated in SBS-offline - individual groups are responsible
* Software exists for legacy Bigbite systems (including optics)
* Will continue to develop through assembly/commissioning period up to runs

Oct. 17, 2019
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SBS software application:
GEM background estimation

GMn

GEp

January 31 2019
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SBS software application:
GEM tracking Software
* Primary deployed algorithm using recursive TreeSearch
(raw combinatorics also employed for some analyses)
* GEMs provide six time samples over 25ns bins with jitter
* Hits differentiated by fitting spatial and temporal components
* Require amplitude matching between x-y components to obtain full 3D reconstruction
* General restrictions on search areas based on other detector knowledge
* Basic multithreading implemented

TreeSearch pattern recognition

Plot credit :
Danning Di
January 31 2019
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SBS Tracking:
Status for GMn
* Improved simulated GEM response and validation based on data from constructed GEMs
* Observe larger and wider background response
* Event reconstruction at 70% tracking efficiency (2020 goal 80%)
=> processing speed 3 Hz (2020 goal 8Hz)

(Full lumi)

(Full lumi)

≡Luminosity in percentage

≡Luminosity in percentage

GMn GEM background at full luminosity (10cm LD2, 45A)
~100 kHz/cm2
January 31 2019

Plots credit :
Danning Di
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SBS Tracking:
Status for GEp
* GEp rates roughly factor 5 higher than GMn => Goal: 80% efficiency, 3 Hz by mid 2021
* Significant postprocessing will be required – might need to reevaluate TreeSearch
=> possibility to deploy machine learning...
* GMn critical to understand high rate data

≡Luminosity in percentage

GEp FT background at full luminosity (40 cm LH2, 75 A)
Example of strips ADC profiles (zoomed in).
≥ 500 kHz/cm2 (FT)
Original signal amplitude in red.
NB : a 2011 study projected ~10 % occupancies at 100 %
background, with the digitization model of the time...
January 31 2019
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GEM analysis revised
Fit over the ± 2 strips around a hit maximum a hit template function of the form :
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τ=56 ns
σ=1 strip =400 μ m
Pros :
* Better time and amplitude
correlation for matching hits ;
* Allows in theory to
disentangle several
overlapped hits.
Cons:
Fit More computing intensive
Possibility to also deploy
machine learning

July 5, 2019
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Summary
* SBS simulation and software chain close to a production ready state which
meets our requirements
* GEM analysis (clustering and tracking) still challenging, but we have
reasons to think it can be overcome
* More or less in line with our milestones, but still lots of efforts to put.

Oct. 17, 2019
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Thank you !
Questions ?

Oct. 17, 2019
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SBS Software:
Project milestones
Software activities

Experiment running and analysis

Completed: Full simulation interfaced to analysis
Completed: Decoders and channel level analysis
Fall 2018

Began analysis of digitized simulated experiments

Jan 2019

Collection of online and offline analysis and displays

2019

Neutron FF experiment simulated analysis
Goal: GMn tracking to 80% efficiency, 8 Hz
+ Proton FF experiment simulated analysis

2020

Jan: GMn, GEn ready for analysis
Proton FF experiment simulated analysis
Online, offline scripts finalized from commissioning

March: GMn installation begins

2021

Goal: GEp tracking to 80% efficiency, 3 Hz
Jun: GEp ready for analysis
Start simulated analysis of SIDIS, TDIS

Jan: GMn start of run
GMn analysis begins
Fall: GEn start of run

2022

Jan: SIDIS ready for analysis

Fall: GEp start of run?

2023

GEp analysis begins?
SIDIS start of run?

We want analysis ready for experiment one year before it goes on floor
Oct. 17, 2019
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SBS Software:
Project responsibilities/work force

Barcus, Tadepalli
Seeds (0.5), Datta (0.5)

Yale

Slide borrowed from Seamus Riordan’s talk at past software review
Oct. 17, 2019
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Recent MC applications
Hall C high rate GEM data reproduction with G4SBS
Setup: C16 scattering chamber
(even though it’s probably not the right model)
15.36*15.36cm2 GEM, 118µm carbon foil (1.5 % X0)

,
cm eg
5
9 d
35

Oct. 17, 2019

Beam : 10.6 GeV, 0.3 µA
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Recent MC applications
Hall C high rate GEM data reproduction with G4SBS
Number of hits recorded by G4SBS : comparison with actual data
G4SBS prediction: ~180 kHz/cm2
=> 23 recorded hits / event

1 Hall C Event ~ 8 pulses / APV
=>24 reconstructed hits / event

cm-2
10 beam-on-target events, 227 MC hits
7

Hall C events: 21 samples of 25 ns => 525ns
~106 electrons on target during one event @ 0.3 µA

Not perfect agreement between g4sbs recorded hits and data reconstructed hits, but it’s in the same ball park.
Reconstruction of G4SBS pseudo data after digitization might show a better agreement...
Oct. 17, 2019
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Interface with SBS Software:
Digitization: library Class structure
Input: Geant4 File

Digitization library

TSBSGeant4File + g4sbs_tree
Unfolds Geant 4 file

Class
Det specific (*)
Database

TSBSDBManager

db_generalinfo.dat

Manages most databases

TSBSDetData

Internal data container

General library info

TSBSSpec+TSBSDet
Spectrometer and Detector classes

feeds
is used by

TSBSSimDetDigitization

Digitizes the Cherenkov data:
Evaluate both TDC digital values,
using the MC hit time and Npe,
assuming the PMT pulse shape

db_ratedig.dat

Digitization parameters

(T)SBSSimDecoder
Necessary to decode
the digitized output

TSBSSimEvent

Holds output data structure

Background addition

db_spec_name.dat

Geometry information
(NB: of the PMT matrix)

db_run.dat
Run info

SimEncoder

Produces TDC/ADC words
similar to actual electronics

Most subsystems included

Oct. 17, 2019

Output: Digitized info / chan (TDC, etc...)
Analysis

(*) : may inherit, but a template must be written
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Recent improvements on GEM clustering:
Next steps :
* Include X/Y ADC and time correlation before tracking
* Include ‘‘multipeak’’ fit
The identification of the actual, physical track at background levels higher than G Mn depends on our
ability to efficiently deconvolute the hits of interest from background. A way to achieve this is to
perform a fit of superimposed hit template functions
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Implementation of this is trivial,
however much attention
needs to be paid on how to
decide in which case the
algorithm should do this.

August 6 2019
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